Travels with Janine
Unique, exotic vacations that will EXPAND your mind and life!
Sail the coast of Croatia by historic sailboat… In this Mediterranean Oasis, imagine being a Game of
Thrones princess or warrior.
In Dubrovnik, wear your
swim suit under your clothes
when you visit my favorite
bar at the edge of the Old
City’s wall…people love to
have a beverage there, and
then jump off the rocks into
the crystalline water!

2) Luxury Train Travel through India… Be rocked to sleep in a big bed in your private cabin with an
ensuite bathroom and shower. Slide open the curtain next to your pillow to see the sun rise over plains
and rivers. Stop every day to explore temples, luxe old palaces, and gigantic statutes in ancient
villages~ everything defies imagination.
Return late in the afternoon
to dine on delicious Indian
(or Western) food, then
maybe dance in the bar
with new friends as you
rock down the rails.
Consider wearing caftans
and saris the week that you
are on the train, like I do…

3) Sail (don’t motor) the Nile River ...Propelled by the gentle winds on a traditionally built sailboat,
you will discover archaeological treasures, magnificent deserts and breathtaking vistas
of Egypt.
Walk in villages and through orchards,
meeting Egyptians as they go about their
daily lives. Your cabin is bright and spacious,
with plush furniture and a comfortable
bathroom. Avoid the crowds, sail at a leisurely
pace. Come a few days early to relax in a
colorful guesthouse, and visit Luxor Temple
and other awe-inspiring ruins. Stay after the
cruise to see the magnificent pyramids and
the Sphinx. Drink in great wonders of ancient
and modern times in comfort.

4) Wilderness luxury at a small Alaskan lodge… You will love my dear friends who run this awardwinning lodge. It’s located in a fairy-tale village just a short boat ride from an easily-reached airport.
Summer explorations will
show you whales,
enchanting otter families, or
maybe you will glimpse a
mermaid flipping her tail.
Jump in a helicopter with my
beautiful and talented pilot
girlfriend~ she will take you
to places where you will fall
in awe with bears. Stroll in
the organic garden, and eat
fresh veggies and seafoodincluding oysters from the
‘hood. Practice yoga on the
dock or in a light-filled room
with an insightful teacher.
Have a healing massage to
work the kinks out after a
hike to the glacier lake, a day
in the kayak, or a fishing trip.

5) Blend Yoga with a most fabulous South African expedition… We will join local hosts who will take
us along the Garden Route to Capetown. Start every day with yoga, but also explore this remarkable
place!
See wild animals and the wine country,
bustling city markets and world-famous
gardens. Traveling along the coast, this
customized trip includes kayaking,
transformational hikes, a luxury River
Lodge, and your own blend of indulgent
relaxation and courageous exploration.
In fact, Yoga retreats are possible
anywhere…come visit a private island
off Key West...Take a small launch to
escape the crowds. Step onto the dock and be wowed by beaches that stretch around the corner in
both directions. Enjoy delicious tropical meals, and stay in a quiet, elegantly furnished guest house of
traditional design.

Swim with dolphins off the beach, and go for a sail to look for the green flash at sunset. One of my
favorite gurus will provide personalized yoga- from twice-daily intensive practice to beginner’s yoga
with stretching and water yoga classes. And if you’ve had enough quiet, Key West is just a 5 minute
skiff ride away.

6) Splash and star gaze in the Canary Islands~ Come to my favorite Spanish island off Africa’s coast~
I know a sweet hotel with forever views. Michelin starred chefs will amaze you, but first, ride a bike
from the top of the volcano thru charming villages to the beach. Sail, swim and hike UNESCO parks~
come with me on an unforgettable day hike from an ancient hilltop village to the beach. Eat fresh local
fish and the famous wrinkly potatoes,..and get to know some Spanish vino vintages. And one amazing
night, come with me to the top of Mt Teide, where I know a quirky Astrophysicist who will share the
night sky with you at one of the 5 best places to view stars on the planet. 83 out of 88 constellations
are visible from this magical spot! Name a star for yourself or for someone you love.

Where do you dream of visiting? South America, Asia, the Mid East, New Zealand... I know havens of
adventure, deliciousness and magic in many corners of the world. These are my current top picks~ but
I'm always adding to the list! Travel with me, or let me organize a trip for your friends and family.
Anywhere is possible, including a sail around the world or a trip to the moon!
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